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Abstract 

Automated car parking system could be used for residential buildings, hotels, offices, 

shopping center and show rooms, universities, government buildings, airports, hospitals, 

and stadium. The advantages of automated car parking are efficient usage of spaces; 

decreasing the land space and increasing the number of parked vehicles, saving time by 

taking and delivering car in a few seconds; providing security and safety for the car from 

theft and damages while parking. This report discusses the implementation of the 

solution for the current car parking issue in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.  

As Jeddah city is suffering from the lack of available parking spots and expensive land 

prices especially in vital areas, we were inspired to create an automated car parking 

system that can counter such a daily basis problem to make life easier. The main 

objective of this report is to build a prototype of automated car parking system to park 

and retrieve cars automatically in easy and sufficient way. 

The methodology that was used to achieve the aim of the project was by creating a 

prototype that utilizes NXT robotics to build the automated car parking.  NXT Robotics 

Kit was used to implement the forklifts to park and retrieve the cars as well as used to 

build the underground stack of pallets at the driveway as well as the parking structure. 

The mechanisms that were achieved are the forward/backward and up/down movements 

to park/retrieve cars from/to designated spots, the up/down movements of the stack’s 

pallets. Also, different types of sensors were used to control the movement.  

Moreover, the system’s validity was checked by testing part-by-part components as well 

as testing the whole system. 
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1. Introduction  

1.1 History and contributions of the project 

The project was chosen due to variety of reasons like academic requirements, service 

businesses, and market needs. The academic requirements needed seniors to complete a 

design project that complements the technical and software content of the curriculum. It 

will prepare students for engineering practice through a demonstration of the integration 

of knowledge and skills acquired in earlier coursework. This project depends on the 

Control and Robotic system with integration of Communication system.  

Furthermore, this project was chosen because Jeddah city is becoming more crowded 

year after another, land spaces are becoming more expensive, high rise buildings are in 

need of lots of parking spaces. Hence, the project’s idea will be the solution for the 

mentioned issues.    

Some of the suggested uses of automated car parking are paid parking service for hotels, 

hospitals, and in Mecca near to the Haram. This is an efficient use of the land and will 

save time. This project addresses the issue of car parking in Saudi Arabia and provides a 

solution of parking a car automatically without human involvement. The most important 

fact is that Automated Car Parking is not popular in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.   

1.2 Statement of the problem 

The main aim of automated car parking service was to adjust more cars in the same 

space, thereby reducing the space needed to park the same number of cars. It is a method 

of automatically parking and retrieving cars.  

The aim was to design and implement a prototype of multilevel automated car parking 

service. This service is fully automated where the driver enters a numerical key and a 
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selection, and then the system picks up the vehicle and stores it in a designated parking 

space. Upon retrieval, the driver enters the key and the selection, and the system picks 

up the car and delivers it to the exit.   

The learning objective was to obtain knowledge in the fields of electronics, robotics and 

control systems, communication and programming. In addition, it improved planning 

and organizing skills, critical thinking and analytical skills, research skills, team work 

and observation skills. 

While implementing this project, some technical problems were faced regarding 

accuracy, precision and memory space. These issues were later taken care of by 

changing the software language of the functions written in the microcontrollers. Before 

it was planned to write the code using the C language but MATLAB was used instead 

for writing the commands into both the microcontrollers. 

 

1.3 Theoretical basis 

 
For this capstone project to be implemented, basic knowledge about various components 

and programs was required. These components include microcontrollers, MATLAB 

programming, working of the sensors and switches, different kinds of motors and 

statistical knowledge. These terms are explained in some detail in the next segment. 

1.4 Definition of terms 

 
In this project different engineering components were utilized. A microcontroller was 

one of them. The microcontroller (a.k.a MCU) is a small computer on a single integrated 

circuit containing a processor core, memory, and programmable input/output 

peripherals.  

MATLAB stands for (Matrix Laboratory) which is a programming language for 

technical computing. It is used for a wide variety of scientific and engineering 

calculations, especially for automatic control and signal processing. 
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Different kinds of motors were used to facilitate movement of the forklift (esp. stepper 

motors). A stepper motor (or a step motor) is a brushless, synchronous electric motor 

that can divide a full rotation into a large number of steps. These types of motors are 

mainly because they are cost effective, highly reliable because lack of positioning errors 

and maintenance free. 

Sensors on the other hand are devices that produce a measurable response to a change in 

a physical condition, such as temperature or chemical concentration. Based on their 

responses there are different types of sensors used like Infra Red (IR) sensor, touch 

sensor etc.  

Switches, as their name implies, is a device used for making or breaking the connection 

in an electrical circuit. 

1.5 Organization of the study 

This project report of Automated Car Parking consists of a total of six chapters, which 

are Introduction, Literature review, Project Description, Design overview, Verification 

and Validation and conclusion. In the proposal outlines, each chapter includes brief 

details of each subchapter.  

First, the “Introduction” chapter includes History and contributions of the project, 

statement of the problem, theoretical basis, definition of terms and organization of the 

study subchapters.  

Second, the “Literature Review” chapter states the theoretical viewpoints about the 

Automated Car parking system in a chronological and categorical order. 

Third, the “Project Description” chapter describes the overall functionality of the 

Automated Car parking system, lists the features and specifications of the project’s 

hardware and software and its required input and outputs.  

Fourth, the “Design Overview” shows the design method describing how the project was 

built and includes the mathematical formula or calculations used in the project. 
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Fifth, “Verification and Validation” includes Component test, Microcontroller, NXT 

prototype, system test subchapters. In this chapter, the components were verified by 

testing each one separately by following the basic test procedure; the desired 

microcontroller was specified and chosen and an overall test of the integrated items was 

done.  

Sixth, the “Remarks & Conclusions” chapter summarizes the entire project effort and 

stresses the importance of the work accomplished. It also includes the project’s total cost 

chart and the timeline of the work accomplished. 

Finally, the project report outlines are an overview of the whole project sections to 

provide for a detailed understanding of the report. 
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2. Literature review   

 
In 1905, Paris was the city that had most cars than any urban environment. Hence, the 

cars needed to be parked closely so that its urban fabric would remain complete, so they 

started using automated parking. Garage Rue de Ponthieu by Auguste Perret, put the 

basic for actual construction and inside organization that will be notice today in 

automated systems, where the car is to be driven to an elevator, raised up and driven into 

a space to be parked.  

In the 1920s, forerunners of the automatic parking systems were the United State of 

America. Some of the multi story structures still exist and are defined for new uses in 

cities like Los Angeles, Chicago, New York and Cincinnati. One of known Automatic 

Parking (in these days known as Sofia Apartments) in New York City was an Art Deco 

landmark, which was then turned in 1983 into luxury condominiums. The “Ferris-

wheel,” is a system found in Japan or paternoster system—created in 1923 by the 

Westinghouse Corporation and succeeding built in 1932 on Chicago’s Monroe Street. 

The first glass-enclosed type of this system was for the Chicago Century of Progress 

Exhibition in 1933 created by the Nash Motor Company, and it was the forerunner of the 

present time system, the Smart Car Towers in Europe.  

Earlier versions of the automated parking idea in the past versions were an accepted 

solution in the 1950s for a lot of small towns and large cities under pressure to keep their 

urban material while accommodating the rolling number of automobiles. Even though 

these systems were semi-automatic since it required the support of “car jockeys,” but 

importantly they had same function as nowadays technology. 

Automated parking is a prominent way to meet the high parking requirements in the 

limited site situations. Also, its offers a great deal to reach the challenging goals.  

Due to the increased demand on the automated parking in United States, automated 

parking spread more rapidly across the U.S. as downtowns faced difficulties to survive 
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the demand that came from by the growing suburban automobile way of life. One of the 

most famous systems was the Bowser and the Pigeon Hole.  

After this short break, automated parking was infrequently built locally, although it did 

catch on in Asia; there are 1.6 million automated spaces recently in Japan. In the 1980s, 

one system built in Honolulu was a part of a small office construction on a crowded 

mixed-use street. 

Then, in the early 80’s, automated parking solution were embraced by Japan and USA 

and spread to Australia, Southeast Asia, China, Philippines and Singapore. Between 

early 70’s and late 80’s, around more than hundred automated systems were built 

worldwide.  

In Middle East region, Dubai city got the first automatic multi storey car parking to 

solve the increased parking problems in UAE. This is project implemented at Ibn Battuta 

Gate in Dubai for mixed-use purpose by Seven Tides and developed by Asteco 

Development Management with total capacity to handle 765 cars. 

In 20th century the automated parking can be used for multi purposes even though in 

short term it will come to life again to be implemented and managed by a swipe of card 

and by many other methods. It will be spread to solve many problems of parking issue 

and preserve the environments. 
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3. Project Description 
 
This part describes the overall functionality of the project and lists the features and 

specifications of the project hardware and software. 

3.1 Overall functionality 

When a car enters the entry area of the automated parking system, an IR detection 

subsystem detects its presence. Then the driver is promoted to enter a valid key and to 

choose the option of either parking or retrieving the car. Each key is checked for 

accuracy and assigned a designated parking spot. Upon entering the correct key, the car 

is picked up along with the pallet from the stack system and placed in the designated 

spot. When the driver returns to pick up the car, he enters the valid key for which the 

system will check in its database (which contains the lists of all parked cars) and the car 

is returned back to the driveway. The stack system will push down the pallets to make 

room for the incoming pallet. The system includes a robotic lift with motors for picking 

the car and placing it in the designating spot.  

3.2 Features  

3.2.1 NXT Microcontroller   

The NXT microcontroller is a 32-bit microprocessor with a large matrix display. It 

consists of 4 input ports and 3 output ports. It contains of a Bluetooth and USB 

communication link. It can control many stepper motors and many different types of 

sensors. It was easily programmed via the PC or MAC. 

3.2.2 NXT Stepper motor  

The Stepper Motor has a built-in rotation sensor that measures speed and distance, and 

reports back to the microcontroller.  These allow for precise steps and complete motor-

control within one degree of accuracy. Several motors were aligned to drive at the same 

speed. 
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3.2.3 IR Sensor 
 
The circuits for the IR Transmitter and receiver were built. The receiver is connected to 

the computer through the parallel port. The transmitter is given an output all the time to 

detect the presence of a car at the entrance. Two sets of IR sensors positioned at different 

places were used to detect the presence of the car. 

3.3 Specifications 

3.3.1 NXT Microcontroller  

 32-bit ARM7 microcontroller (48Mhz) with 256 Kbytes FLASH, 64 Kbytes 

RAM 

 8-bit AVR microcontroller (8Mhz) with 4 Kbytes FLASH, 512 Byte RAM 

 Bluetooth (Bluetooth Class II V2.0 compliant) 

 USB full speed port (12 Mbit/s) 

 input ports (1,2,3,4), 6-wire cable digital platform (RJ-12) 

 output ports (A,B,C), 6-wire cable digital platform (RJ-12) 

 100 x 64 pixel LCD graphical display  

 Loudspeaker - 8 kHz sound qualities 

 Power source: 6 AA batteries 

3.3.2 NXT Stepper motor 

 Maximum voltage = 9V 

 Max power when torque = 15 N.cm 

 Armature resistance = 6.8562 Ω 

 Electromotive force coefficient = 0.46839 (V/rad/s)) 

 Torque Constant = 0.31739(N.m/A) 

 Resistance coefficient = 1.1278×     
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3.3.3 IR LED Transmitter 

 High reliability 

 High radiant intensity 

 Peak wavelength גp =940 nm 

 2.54 mm Lead spacing 

 Low forward voltage 

 Maximum continuous forward current = 100 mA 

 Peak forward current = 1.0 A 

 Reverse voltage = 5 V 

 Operating temperature = -40 ~ +85 °C 

 Power dissipation at/below 25°C free air temperature = 150 mW 

 

Table 3.3.3.1 Electro-Optical characteristics 
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3.3.4 IR Receiver (TFMS 5300) 

 Photo detector and pre-amplifier in one package 

 Output active low 

 Internal filter for PCM frequency 

 High immunity against ambient light 

 5 Volt supply voltage, low power consumption 

 TTL and CMOS compatibility 

 Continuous transmission possible 

 

Table 3.3.4.1 Absolute Maximum Ratings 

 

 

3.3.5 NTE3019 Light Emitting Diode (LED) 
 

 Tapered Barrel T−1 3/4 Package 

 High Intensity Red light source with various lens colors and effects 

 Versatile Mounting on PC Board or Panel 

 T−1 3/4 with Stand−off 

Absolute Maximum Ratings: (TA = +25°C unless otherwise specified) 

 Reverse Voltage = 5V 

 Peak Forward Current = 1A 

 Power Dissipation (TA = +25°C) = 180 mW 

o Derate linearly from 25°C = 2mW/°C 

 Operating Temperature Range = −55° to +100°C 
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 Storage Temperature Range = −55° to +100°C 

 Lead Temperature (During Soldering, 1/16” (1.6mm) from case, 5sec max) = 

+260°C 

Table 3.3.5.1 Electrical Characteristics 
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4. Design Overview 

This section consists of the overall description of the hardware of the Automated Car 

Parking system and details of the circuits used in the project. It also discusses the 

mathematical formulas or any other calculations involved in the project. 

4.1 Garage Block 

The garage for the car parking is just a structure with metal scaffoldings to support the 

cars that are parked by the forklift. The forklift places the car along with the pallet in this 

garage. The dimensions of the garage are 17.95cm × 8.95cm × 8.95cm (L × W × H). 

4.1.1 Garage Dimension  

Table 4.4.1.1 Real Parking 

 Parking Car 

Length  1000cm 570 cm 

Width 500cm 280 cm 

Height 500cm 280 cm 

 

   
           

               
  

             

              
          

 

Table 4.4.1.2 Prototype Parking 

 Parking Car 

Length  2x 7.5 

Width X 5.5 

Height x 5.5 

 

   
             

    
  

 

      
       

        
           

 

         
Therefore, the garage dimensions are:  

Length= 17.18 cm 
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Width = 8.59 cm 

Height = 8.59 cm 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Garage Front View 

4.2 IR Sensor Circuit 

In the IR circuit, the transmitter circuit has an input voltage which is equal to 6 V, infra 

red rays, LED to know if there is a current is passing and a resistor value equal to 100 

ohms (depends on the distance to be measured) to control the amount of current.  

 

The receiver circuit has the output voltage from the transmitter which is very low, which 

is fed into a transistor to amplify it, the transistor sinks the current and increases the 

output to the parallel port into the computer. 
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IR TX 
 

IR RX 
 

  

Figure 4.2: IR Circuit Diagram 

 

4.3 Push-Up Stack 

The Push-Up Stack is the mechanism through which the pallets become available for the 

car to park. This stack consists of pallets on which the car is carried by the forklift and 

this system is connected to the NXT microcontroller.  

The stack’s top is always aligned with the driveway (Figure 3.3). Every time a pallet is 

taken to a parking spot, the stack pushes up to realign the top of it with the drive way. 

However, when a car is retrieved, the stack pushes down the pallets. This is 

accomplished via the NXT, where a stepper motor, that is controlled by the NXT 

microcontroller; is used along with a gear and a string to transfer the rotational 

movement from the motor to a linear movement.   

The stepper motor moves a rotational step per instruction, and a continuous flow of 

move instructions are fed to the motor in order to make a smooth movement.  
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Figure 4.3: Pallets in the Push Up stack 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Stack System Block diagram 

The above figure 3.4 explains the connections of the Pallets stack system. The motor 

attached, controls the position of the pallets according to the instructions given by the 

microcontroller. When a key for specific space is entered in the keypad, the system 
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checks the database for allotted space number. This information is passed on to the 

microcontroller to do the required action. 

4.4 Forklift Subsystem 

4.4.1 Left and Right movement 

 

The left and right movement of the forklift is achieved by using two-stepper motors. A 

stepper motor moves a rotational step per instruction. And in order to make a smooth 

continuous movement, a continuous flow of instructions are fed to the motor. When the 

flows of instructions stop, the stepper motor automatically stops. 

4.4.2 Up and Down movement 

 

The up and down motion of the forks was achieved by using gears with string attached, 

extending in vertical direction. 

Moving the forklift up and down could be achieved by, either using motor and gears or 

linear actuators. In our project, we chose the gears as it gives smoother continuous 

movement.   

If the car was to be parked in the second floor, an instruction will be sent to the gears to 

move the forks of the forklift to the upper level of the spot.  
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    Figure 4.5: Vertical gear with string 

4.4.3 Stopping the movement  

The programming commands written in MATLAB were used in the mechanism to stop 

the forklift movements. 

The forklift’s movements were stopped using the programming commands as it will be 

connected to the NXT microcontroller. In the second phase design, there are two parking 

spots available in two floors each. The stopping of the forklift was done by checking the 

“TachoCounter” in the program. The “TachoCounter” checks the “TachoLimit” after 

each step to make sure that the number of rotations per step of the stepper motor did not 

reach the Tacho Limit. For example, the following line of the code represents this kind 

of movement, which is setting the limit of the B and C stepper motors to 867. This 

number corresponds to the distance the forklift moves. 

      >>  mBC.TachoLimit = 867; 

 

 

Can expand up 

to 6 cm 
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                                   A 

 

 

 

 

          B                                                          C 

Figure 4.6: Forklift block diagram 

The gears along with the string are used for the up and down movement of the forklift 

for placing the cars in the parking space. The two stepper motors are used for the right 

and left movement of forklift. 

4.5 Microcontroller  

The microcontroller is the heart of the system. All the electrical system components 

were connected to the MCU.  All the actions are executed on the basis of received 

signals or inputs. In this project, two microcontrollers were used to control different 

blocks. The stack system discussed in section 3.1 was controlled by the NXT 2.0 

microcontroller from NXT robotics. The forklift subsystem was controlled by another 

NXT 2.0 microcontroller.  
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4.5.1 NXT Microcontroller  

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7: NXT MCU 

Pair of Atmel microcontrollers controls the LEGO Mind Storm’s NXT Brick: 

 Atmel 32-bit ARM processor, AT91SAM7S256 

 Atmel 8-bit AVR processor, ATmega48 

The AT91SAM7S256 is part of an Atmel series of low pin-count Flash microcontrollers 

based on the 32-bit ARM7DMI ARM Thumb RISC processor. This MCU has a 

maximum clock speed of 55 MHz (48 MHz in the NXT), 64 KB of high-speed on-chip 

SRAM, 256 KB of integrated high-speed Flash memory, 11 peripheral DMA channels, 1 

USB 2.0 (12 MB/s) device port, three 16-bit timers, four PWM controllers, 32 I/O pins 

and requires a 3.0- to 3.6-volt power supply. 

The AVR 8-bit ATmega48 microcontroller acts as a co-processor to the Atmel 32-bit 

ARM processor. This processor has a 4 KB reprogrammable Flash program memory, 

512 Byte SRAM, 256 Byte EEPROM, 8-channel, 23 I/O pins and a clock speed of 4 

MHz. 
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Figure 4.8: PC medium of connection with the MCU’s 
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5. Verification and Validation 

5.1 Component Tests 

5.1.1 IR sensor circuit 

The IR sensor was tested as a separate circuit before interfacing with the whole system. 

According to the figure 4.2, the transmitter is sending signals to the receiver at all times 

without interruption and therefore, the current is present in the Base of the npn-transistor 

giving a “low” output to the PC of about 0.4V. As soon as an object was placed between 

them, the connection between the TX and RX was cut and the current connection to the 

Base was cut. This gave a “high” output of about 5.2 V to the PC. 

5.1.2 NXT  

The NXT is an intelligent computer controlled LEGO brick and the brain of the 

MINDSTORMS robot. It has four input ports for sensors, and three output ports for 

motors. Every sensor and motor has its own testing and configuration. 

5.1.2.1 Connecting the NXT 

5.1.2.1.1 Connecting motors: 

To connect a motor to the NXT, we used one of the black 6-wire cables. One end of the 

cable was attached to the motor and the other to the NXT’s output ports (A, B, or C). 

5.1.2.1.2 Connecting Sensors: 

To connect a sensor to the NXT, we used one of the black 6-wire cables. One end of the 

cable was attached to the sensor and the other to one of the NXT’s input ports (1, 2, 3, or 

4).  
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5.1.2.1.3 Downloading and uploading: 

The wireless Bluetooth connection helped in downloading and uploading data between 

the computer and the NXT.  

Before the wireless Bluetooth connection was set up, we should made sure that the 

computer has Bluetooth capability. 

The LEGO NXT has a Class 2 Bluetooth radio. This has a range of approximately 10 

meters when used with compatible Bluetooth device.  

5.1.2.1.4 Making the Connection to Laptop and PC: 

In this project, two different Computers were used. One with windows 64 bit to control 

the two NXT microcontrollers and another one with windows 32 bit to get the readings 

from the infrared circuit. This has been done because the two NXT microcontrollers 

cannot be controlled on windows 32 bit operating system. Moreover, windows 64 bit 

doesn’t allow the user to read from the parallel port. Hence, a network was created 

between the two computers and a shared file (that has a link in the MATLAB program 

of the NXT) was created where the parallel port readings were saved and updated.  

Furthermore, in order to control the NXT, a Bluetooth connection was created. After 

making sure that the NXT was turned on, it was checked that the Bluetooth is set to ON 

and the NXT is set to be visible. Furthermore, it was made sure that Bluetooth was 

installed and enabled on the computer. The Controller was found at the lower right 

corner of the work area in the software. The NXT window button was clicked and 

opened. To scan the available Bluetooth devices automatically, the “scan” button was 

clicked.  

After a short interval, a list of available Bluetooth devices appeared in the window on 

the computer screen. The NXT device was selected and the “Connect” button was 

clicked.  At the end, the passkey was entered on the NXT and the connection was 

confirmed by pressing the “Enter” button. 
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In the NXT window, the status of NXT was changed from “Available” to  

Connected”. The NXT and the computer were now connected and sharing data.   

For interfacing the MATLAB code in the computer with the NXT MCU, a RWTH 

toolbox was downloaded. After downloading; in MATLAB, “Set Path” was clicked. 

Next, “Add Folder” button was pressed and the following folders were added. 

a) RWTHMindstormsNXT 

b) RWTHMindstormsNXT/tools 

c) RWTHMindstormsNXT/demos 

To save the setting, “Save” was clicked. The programs for the working of the forklift 

and the stack were written and stored in the Laptop because of space limitation in the 

MCU. 

5.1.2.2 Motors: 

5.1.2.2.1 Stepper Motors: 

Each motor has a built-in Rotational Sensor that controls the movement precisely. The 

Rotation Sensor measures motor rotations in degrees or full rotations.  

It was tested by connecting a motor to the NXT. Then, the “View” Submenu was 

selected in the NXT’s display. Next, the Motor Rotation icon and its corresponding port 

were selected. After that, a wheel was attached to the motor and the rotations were 

measured. Finally, the “Try Me” submenu on the NXT’s display was selected to test our 

motor.  

The motors were also tested by using a small code on MATLAB according to the 

following algorithm. The motor ‘A’ was set to be responsible for movement of the forks. 

Motor ‘B’ and ‘C’ were set to be responsible for the movement of the whole lift over the 
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space. The motors used in the forklift and the stack were built and tested for up, down, 

forward, backward, right , left and smooth right movement as per the algorithm below. 

1. INITIALIZE Bluetooth connection on NXT. 

2. TEST motor ‘A’ vertical lift. 

3. REVERSE direction and TEST downward movement. 

4. SEND signal to NXT to start motor ‘A’ for a previously set motor limit. 

5. STOP & OFF motor ‘A’. 

6. TEST forward move with motors ‘B’ and ‘C’. 

7. RUN for 5 seconds. 

8. STOP & OFF motor ‘B’ & ‘C’. 

9. TEST right turn with motor ‘B’. 

10. SEND signal to NXT to start motor ‘B’ for a previously set stepper motor limit. 

11. STOP & OFF motor ‘B’. 

12. TEST left turn to 180 degrees with motor ‘C’. 

13. SEND signal to NXT to start motor ‘C’ for a set stepper motor limit of 1700. 

14. STOP & OFF motor ‘C’. 

15. TEST smoother right turn. 

16. SET motor ‘B’ to run in forward direction for 10 steps of stepper motor. 

17. SET motor ‘C’ to run in reverse direction for 10 steps of stepper motor. 

18. SEND signal to NXT to start motor ‘B’ and ‘C’ for a set stepper motor limit of 

10 and -10 respectively (forward and reverse steps). 

19. STOP & OFF motor ‘B’ and ‘C’. 

The MATLAB code was written according to the above algorithm in the PC to 

which the NXT MCU was connected. The signals were constantly being sent to the 

forklift via Bluetooth. (See Appendix E) 

The above algorithm from 1 to 5 was carried out to test the stepper motor used in the 

stack system. 
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Also, some positioning errors were encountered while testing the motors. Loss of 

friction between the cardboard surface and the rubber tyres of the forklift was held 

accountable for these errors. Mainly because the comparison of the peak force on the 

rubber wheel and the frictional force between the wheel and the cardboard surface 

was made and the values calculated were very close to each other. 

The peak force on the wheel was found by multiplying the torque constant (0.31739 

Nm/A) and the peak current (0.69 A) fed through the stepper motor which was 

around 0.218 N per meter; and the frictional force was calculated to be 0.41 N 

(friction coefficient for cardboard and rubber = 0.5 multiplied with the weight of the 

forklift which is 0.81 kg).  

To reduce this kind of errors, the steps (‘tachoLimit’) of the stepper motor were 

analyzed and revised through several trials and the number of steps for each path the 

forklift has to move was set. 

This had to be done because of power limitations in NXT driver, and thermistor trip 

current in NXT motor. Another way to reduce the error could be by increasing 

friction between the wheel and the surface using a weak adhesive. 

 

5.2 System Tests 

The system was tested to park and retrieve a car.  

5.2.1 Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

 
When a car is to be parked, the space for the user to enter his key and the commands to 

park or retrieve the car, were programmed in MATLAB using GUI. The push buttons 

were generated by the MATLAB and the codes for the specific function had to be 

written for each one.  
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The code is also used to generate the database for keeping the record of the parked cars. 

It also generates the pushbuttons at appropriate time and changes the color for the 

parking spaces to show if it is occupied or not for example, this code generates a red 

color to show that the space is taken and displays a green color to show that the space is 

open. (See Appendix A) 

 

5.2.2 Car Parking: 

After the admin started the system, the driver was prompted to enter a key for his 

designated parking spot and he was given the choice either to park or retrieve his car. 

Each key had been checked for accuracy and had been assigned a designated parking 

spot.  

If there was a car on the driveway that has been detected by the IR circuit, which is 

connected to the PC via the pins of a parallel port; the driver was given the choice to 

park his car. However, if the IR circuit doesn’t detect a car, there were three different 

scenarios. If the entered password was checked on the database and the car was already 

parked, the driver was given the choice to retrieve his car. If the database was checked 

and the car wasn’t parked or he entered a wrong password, he got an error.  

When a customer enters his password on the keypad and chooses to park; the 

microcontroller receives an order from the PC that a car has to come into the parking 

driveway.  The car was then placed on the pallet available. The pallet is always in the 

leveled position i.e. as soon as the forklift takes the car on the pallet; the stack pushes up 

another pallet. Therefore, every time a pallet was taken to a parking spot, the stack was 

pushed up to realign the top of the pallet, with the level of the driveway. After that, the 

program sent the signals to the NXT microcontroller to move the forklift to the stack; 

this was accomplished by sending continuous movement instructions to make smooth 

movement. The commands for the working of the forklift were written according to the 

following algorithm.  
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1. MOVE out of Parking to Main Road 

2. TURN left on Main Road 

3. MOVE on Main Road towards Pallet 

4. LIFT forks to pick up pallet 

5. MOVE back on Main Road towards parking 

6. PUSH UP Stack  

7. TURN right from Main Road towards parking 

8. MOVE forward towards parking 

9. PUT Load down  

10. MOVE Backward towards Main Road 

11. MOVE forks Down 

12. TURN left from Main Road towards parking 

13. MOVE on Main Road towards forklift parking 

14. TURN left on Main Road 

15. MOVE back on Main Road towards forklift parking 

The MATLAB code was written according to the above algorithm in the PC to 

which the NXT MCU was connected. The signals were constantly being sent to the 

forklift via Bluetooth. (See Appendix B) 

5.2.3 Car Retrieving: 

When a driver returns to pick up his car, he is required to choose an option of 

“retrieving” and then enter a valid key. In the test, the system checked in the database 
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that lists all the parked cars. The listed car was identified, the PC sent the order to the 

microcontroller to retrieve the car; the second NXT microcontroller also sent a signal to 

the stack to push down the vertical stack of pallets, to make room for the incoming pallet 

which had the car on it. Then, the forklift moved to the designated parking spot and 

delivered the car to the driveway. Then, it went back to the midpoint. If the car was not 

parked, an error message was displayed. The forklift was programmed for retrieving the 

car according to the algorithm written below. 

1. LIFT forks to car level 

2. MOVE out of Parking to Main Road 

3. TURN right on Main Road 

4. MOVE on Main Road towards Parking 

5. TURN left from Main Road towards parking 

6. MOVE forward towards parking 

7. LIFT Load off Rack 

8. MOVE Backward towards Main Road 

9. TURN left from Main Road towards parking 

10. PUSH DOWN Stack 

11. MOVE on Main Road towards Pallet 

12. LOWER Load to pallet 

13. MOVE back on Main Road towards forklift parking 

14. TURN right on Main Road 

15. MOVE back on Main Road towards forklift parking 
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The MATLAB code was written according to the above algorithm in the PC to 

which the NXT MCU was connected. The signals were constantly being sent to the 

forklift via Bluetooth. (See Appendix C) 

5.2.4 Push-up Stack Program: 

In case of parking, the Stack program pushed up the stack of pallets after the forklifts 

picks up the first pallet with the car on it, to realign the pallets with the drive way. 

While in case of retrieving, the Stack program pushes down the stack of pallets to 

make room for the incoming pallet. (See Appendix D) 
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6. Remarks and Conclusion  
 

Designing and implementing the project “Automated Car parking” helped in gaining a 

substantial amount of knowledge. This project was chosen because such an automated 

car parking is not popular in the country and implementing this project here in Jeddah 

will help save space. This prototype if implemented on a large scale will provide a 

hassle-free parking experience and will save costs in the long run. The application of our 

prototype is for residential buildings or hotels where each flat or apartment has a 

designated car-parking spot.  

This project was decided during the summer 2011 and the research on the topic started 

from then on. After researching about the types of automated parking, its history, 

different types of mechanisms; a “Stacker system” of automated parking was selected. 

Based on the design of the selected parking type, the components were ordered and 

acquired. Along with the component kits, the NXT mindstorm microcontrollers were 

obtained. Both the NXT microcontrollers were programmed using the MATLAB 

programming language, contrary to what was decided in the project proposal last 

semester. The GUI in MATLAB was also used to program the push buttons and the 

database. 

All of the group members have worked on the Lego Mindstorm NXT 2.0 

microcontroller and hardware previously for building a line-following robot for an 

intensive robotics course given by Dr.Yamamato of Tokai University if not for some 

other course project. The knowledge of parallel ports which was gained through the 

college elective course of “Robotics” (ECE 241) helped in implementing the IR circuit. 

MATLAB programming was mastered in a series of courses in the engineering program.  

However, problems were faced while implementing the project. The NXT 

microcontroller when programmed using its NXT GUI (whose base code is in C 
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language) did not give precise movements and hysteresis in the loops was observed. To 

correct this issue, the NXT GUI programming was switched to MATLAB programming. 

Another major dilemma was regarding the connections to the PC’s. The NXT RWTH 

toolbox which interfaces the NXT 2.0 microcontroller to the MATLAB could only work 

on a 32-bit operating system. And MATLAB software running on a 32-bit operating 

system could support only one NXT MCU. There were also some issues while running 

the forklift with windows 32 bit, because to park or retrieve a car, the windows had to be 

turned off and then returned on the NXT Bluetooth. So, a network was created between 

the PC and the Laptop and the laptop that had Windows 64 bit was used to control both 

the forklift and the stack, and the shared files between the PC and laptop were utilized to 

get the parallel port readings that were updated and saved on the PC.   

Some other problem was faced while testing the IR circuit. It was not giving the correct 

readings even though all the connections were checked many times. After many trials, it 

was figured out that the room lights radiated infrared rays and they were the source of 

errors. So, the room was changed for testing the project. Apart from the IR sensor, no 

other sensor was used in this project due to component limitations. All the turns and 

movements were programmed by the MATLAB code. Sophisticated error checking and 

feedback mechanism could be added in a real life project. 

To conclude, most of the knowledge and experience that was attained throughout the 

formative years in Electrical and Computer engineering program was used in the 

building of this capstone project. Designing and implementing the “Automated Car 

parking system” was indeed a satisfying educational experience. 
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6.1 Cost Estimates 
Table 6.1.1 Cost Estimation Table 

Item Details Quantity Price 

(USD) 

Price 

(SA

R) 

Shippi

ng  

(USD) 

Shippin

g 

(SAR) 

Total 

Cost 

(USD) 

Total 

Cost 

(SAR) 

NXT Micro-

processor 

 1  $149.99 

 
562.5 $38 142.513  $187.99 

 
704.96 

Interactive Servo 

Motor 

 2  $19.99 59.96 - - $39.98 149.9 

Ultrasonic Sensor  1 $23.99 89.97 - - $23.99 89.9721 

Light Sensor  1 $15.99 59.96 - - $15.99 59.9689 

Touch Sensor  2 $15.99 59.96 - - $31.98 119.9378 

Connector Cables for 

LEGO 

MINDSTORMS 

NXT 

7 

pieces 

1 $7.99 29.96 - - $7.99 29.9657 

VEX Cortex 

Microcontroller 

 1 $249.99 937.5   $249.99 937.5 

VEXnet Joystick  1 $149.99 562.5   $149.99 562.5 

Advanced Gear Kit  1 $19.99 74.97   $19.99 74.97 

Sprocket & Chain 

Kit 

 1 $29.99 112.4   $29.99 112.47 

3-Wire Servo  1 $19.99 74.97   $19.99 74.97 

Limit Switch (2-

pack) 

1 $12.99 48.71   $12.99 48.71 

VEXnet USB 

Adapter Key 

 1 $39.99 149.9   $39.99 149.9 

7.2V Robot NiMH 

2000mAh 

 1 $19.99 74.97   $19.99 74.97 

8-Bay AA/AAA 

Smart Battery 

Charger 

 1 $24.99 93.72   $24.99 93.72 

AAA NiMH 

Rechargeable 

Battery 

(6-

pack) 

1 $12.99 48.71   $12.99 48.71 

 

Total cost in United States Dollars (USD): $888.82 

Total cost in Saudi Arabia Riyals (SAR): 3333 SR
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6.2 Project Schedule 

6.2.1 Weekly Tasks  

Table 6.2.1 Weekly Tasks 

 

Team 

Members 
Abrar Wafa Bara’ah Samkari Noor Zeba 

Sara 

Al-Jaber 

 

 

W

BS 

Tasks Task 

Lead 

Sta

rt 

End M O N T H S 

February M a r c h A p r i l  May 

W2 W3 W4 W1 W2 W3 W4 W1 W2 W3 W4 W1 W

2 

1 Task 

Category 1 

Sara 11-
Feb-
12 

2-Mar-
12 

             

8547 LEGO® 

MINDSTORMS® NXT 2.0 

11Fe

b12 

3Mar12 
  

           

1.1 Discussed 

Constructio

n plan & 

tested H/W 

Sara 
18-
Feb-
12 

24-Feb-
12 

             

 

1.2 Constructed 

3 - Motor 

chassis 

Sara 25-
Feb-
12 

02-
Mar-12 

             

 

1.3 Constructed 

the Forklift 

Sara 3-
Mar-

12 

9-Mar-
12 

             

 

1.4 Designed  

the Forklift 

programmin

g blocks and 

tested it 

Sara 

11-
Feb-
12 

2-Mar-
12 

             

 

2 Task 

Category 2 

Abrar 10-
Mar-

12 

6-Apr-
12 

             

8547 LEGO® 

MINDSTORMS® NXT 2.0 

  
  

           

2.1 Discussed Abrar 17-
Mar-

23-
Mar-12 
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Constructio

n plan & 

tested H/W 

12  

2.2 Constructin

g the stack 

system 

Abrar 24-
Mar-

12 

30-
Mar-12 

             

 

2.3 Writing the 

stack 

program & 

test it 

Abrar 
31-

Mar-
12 

6-Apr-
12 

             

 

2.4 Constructin

g the 

parking 

spots 

Abrar 
10-

Mar-
12 

6-Apr-
12 

             

 

3 Task 

Category 3 

Baraah 7-
Apr-
12 

4-May-
12 

             

Implementation and 

Integration 

  
  

           

3.1 Build the IR 

circuit & 

Program & 

test it 

Baraah 
14-
Apr-
12 

20-Apr-
12 

             

 

3.2 Hardwares 

interface 

with the 

whole 

system 

softwares 

Baraah 

21-
Apr-
12 

23-Apr-
12 

             

 

3.3 Hardwares 

interface 

with the 

whole 

system 

softwares 

Baraah 

24-
Apr-
12 

27-
May-12 

             

 

3.4 Hardwares 

interface 

with the 

whole 

system 

softwares 

Baraah 

28-
Apr-
12 

30-Apr-
12 

             

 

4 Task 

Category 4 

Noor 

Zeba 

01-

May-

12 

18-

May-12 
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Final report & 

Presentation 

               

4.1 Introduction

/features & 

specificatio

ns/Design 

overview/ve

rification & 

validation 

Noor 

Zeba 

01-

May-

12 

02-

May-12 
 

 

            

  

   

4.2 Cost 

Estimates/A

bstract/proje

ct 

schedule/Co

nclusion/Re

ferences 

Noor 

Zeba 

03-

May-

12 

04-

May-12 
             

 

4.3 Submission 

of final 

report and 

presentation 

rehearsls 

Noor 

Zeba 

05-

May-

12 

07-

May-12 
             

 

4.4 Final 

Presentation 

Noor 

Zeba 

07-

May-

12 

07-

May-12 
             

 

4.5  Final 

Report 

submission 

Noor 

Zeba 

08-

May-

12 

18-

May-12 
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6.2.2 Daily Tasks 
Table 6.2.2 February Daily Tasks  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

    1 2 3 

4    5 6    7 8 9 10 

11  12  13 14 15 16 17 

 18  19 20 21 22 23 24 

25  26 27  28 29   

Discussed Construction 

plan & tested Hardware 

Spring 2012 Plan 

February 

Constructed 3 - Motor 

chassis 

Researched the forklift building 

techniques 

Constructed the forklift 
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Table 6.2.3 March Daily Tasks  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

31      1 2 

3  4 5 6 7 8 9 

10  11 12  13 14 15 16 

 17 18  19 20 21 22 23 

24  25 26  27 28 29 30 

Designed the Forklift 

programming blocks  

Spring 2012 Plan 

March 

And tested it  

Construction of the stack system 

Programmed the stack & tested it 

Construction of the parking garage 
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Table 6.2.4 April & May Daily Tasks  

 

Abrar Wafa 

Bara’ah Samkari 

Noor Zeba  

Sara Al-Jaber 

 

 

Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

  1                      2   3 4 5 6 

 7  8 9 10 11 12 13 

14 15  16  17 18 19 20 

21  22  23 24 25 26 27 

 28  29    30 1    2    3 4 

   5    6    7     

Spring 2012 Plan 

April & May 

Built the IR circuit & Programmed & 

tested it 

Project 

 Final 

Presentation 

Presentation 

Rehearsal  

Project 

Draft 

Submission  

Interfaced hardware 

with the whole system 
softwares 

Interfaced hardware with 

the whole system 

Interfaced hardware 

with the whole system 

MAY Prepared Final Report & Presentation 
Prepared Final Report & 

Presentation 
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Appendix A 

function varargout = prog(varargin) 

% SAMPLE M-file for prog.fig 

%      SAMPLE, by itself, creates a new SAMPLE or raises the existing 

%      singleton*. 

% 

%      H = SAMPLE returns the handle to a new SAMPLE or the handle to 

%      the existing singleton*. 

% 

%      SAMPLE('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the local 

%      function named CALLBACK in SAMPLE.M with the given input arguments. 

% 

%      SAMPLE('Property','Value',...) creates a new SAMPLE or raises the 

%      existing singleton*.  Starting from the left, property value pairs are 

%      applied to the GUI before sample_OpeningFunction gets called.  An 

%      unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property application 

%      Stop.  All inputs are passed to sample_OpeningFcn via varargin. 

% 

%      *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu.  Choose "GUI allows only one 

%      instance to run (singleton)". 

% 

% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES 

  

% Edit the above text to modify the response to help sample 

  

% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 28-Apr-2012 13:04:57 

  

% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 

gui_Singleton = 1; 

gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ... 

    'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 

    'gui_OpeningFcn', @prog_OpeningFcn, ... 

    'gui_OutputFcn',  @prog_OutputFcn, ... 

    'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 

    'gui_Callback',   []); 

if nargin & isstr(varargin{1}) 

    gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 

end 

  

if nargout 

    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 

else 

    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 

end 

% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 

  

  

  

% --- Executes just before sample is made visible. 

function prog_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin) 

% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn. 

% hObject    handle to figure 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

% varargin   command line arguments to sample (see VARARGIN) 

  

% Choose default command line output for sample 

handles.output = hObject; 

  

% Update handles structure 

guidata(hObject, handles); 

  

if strcmp(get(hObject,'Visible'),'off') 

    initialize_gui(hObject, handles); 

end 

  

% UIWAIT makes sample wait for user response (see UIRESUME) 

% uiwait(handles.figure1); 

  

  

  

% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line. 
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% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line. 

function varargout = prog_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% varargout  cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT); 

% hObject    handle to figure 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  

% Get default command line output from handles structure 

varargout{1} = handles.output; 

  

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 

function Enter_pushbutton8_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to Enter_pushbutton8 (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

 

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 

function parked_cars_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to parked_cars (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

  

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 

%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 

if ispc 

    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 

else 

    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 

end 

  

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 

function park_code_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to park_code (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

  

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 

%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 

    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 

end 

  

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 

function park_capacity_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to park_capacity (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

  

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 

%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 

if ispc 

    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 

else 

    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')); 

end 

  

function park_capacity_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to park_capacity (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of park_capacity as text 

%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of park_capacity as a double 

data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 

set(hObject, 'String', data.Ao); 

setappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata', data); 
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function initialize_gui(fig_handle, handles) 

clc 

warning off 

 

fid = fopen('park_stat.txt');  % Read status file 

fid2= fopen ('sec_codes.txt'); % read security file  

F1 = fscanf(fid, ['%d']); 

data.sec1 = fgetl(fid2);% Parking space 1 security code from file 

data.sec2 = fgetl(fid2);% Parking space 2 security code from file 

data.sec3 = fgetl(fid2);% Parking space 3 security code from file 

data.sec4 = fgetl(fid2);% Parking space 4 security code from file 

data.secadm = fgetl(fid2); % Administrator security code from file 

  

data.P1=F1(1); % Parking space 1 status from file 0==> empty, 1==> occupied 

data.P2=F1(2); % Parking space 2 status from file 0==> empty, 1==> occupied 

data.P3=F1(3); % Parking space 3 status from file 0==> empty, 1==> occupied 

data.P4=F1(4); % Parking space 4 status from file 0==> empty, 1==> occupied 

data.No_cars=F1(5); % No of Parked cars from file 0==> empty, 4==> Full 

  

fclose(fid); 

fclose(fid2); 

  

data.Ao=4; % park capacity 

data.signal=0; % Comes from hardware  use only for testing without hardware 

data.sysStop=0; % 0 ==> system keeps running , 1 ==> system stops 

data.code = ' '; % Initialize security code to null 

data.ParkingNo=0; % initialize  parking no to 0 (non) 

data.park_request=0; % initialize parking request to null 

disp (' ********* changed park request to 0 INITIALIZE') 

data.retreive_request=0; % initialize retreive request to null 

disp (' ********* changed Retreive request to 0 INITIALIZE') 

setappdata(fig_handle, 'metricdata', data); 

  

set(handles.park_capacity, 'String', data.Ao); % display parking capacity 

set(handles.parked_cars,'String', data.No_cars); % display no of parked cars 

if data.P1==1; 

    set(handles.text61, 'BackgroundColor', 'RED'); 

else 

    set(handles.text61, 'BackgroundColor', 'GREEN'); 

end 

  

if data.P2==1; 

    set(handles.text68, 'BackgroundColor', 'RED'); 

else 

    set(handles.text68, 'BackgroundColor', 'GREEN'); 

end 

  

if data.P3==1; 

    set(handles.text30, 'BackgroundColor', 'RED'); 

else 

    set(handles.text30, 'BackgroundColor', 'GREEN'); 

end 

  

if data.P4==1; 

    set(handles.text58, 'BackgroundColor', 'RED'); 

else 

    set(handles.text58, 'BackgroundColor', 'GREEN'); 

end 

set(handles.park_code, 'String', 'XXXXX'); 

set(handles.START, 'Visible', 'off'); 

set(handles.Stop, 'Visible', 'off'); 

set(handles.Enter_pushbutton8, 'Visible', 'off'); 

Soft_Name=imread('abnspark2.JPG'); 

imshow(Soft_Name); 
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 function parked_cars_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to parked_cars (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of parked_cars as text 

%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of parked_cars as a double 

data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 

set(hObject, 'String', data.No_cars); 

setappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata', data); 

 

% --- Executes on button press in Park_pushbutton1. 

function Park_pushbutton1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to Park_pushbutton1 (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 

data.park_request=1; 

disp (' ********* changed park request to 1 PARK PUSHBUTTON') 

data.retreive_request=0; 

disp (' ********* changed Retreive request to 0 PARK PUSHBUTTON') 

if data.ParkingNo==1 

    set(handles.text61, 'BackgroundColor', 'RED'); 

elseif data.ParkingNo==2 

    set(handles.text68, 'BackgroundColor', 'RED'); 

elseif data.ParkingNo==3 

    set(handles.text30, 'BackgroundColor', 'RED'); 

elseif data.ParkingNo==4 

    set(handles.text58, 'BackgroundColor', 'RED'); 

end 

set(handles.Park_pushbutton1, 'Visible', 'off'); 

setappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata', data); 

data.park_request 

  

% --- Executes on button press in Retreive_pushbutton2. 

function Retreive_pushbutton2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to Retreive_pushbutton2 (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 

data.park_request=0; 

disp (' ********* changed park request to 0 RETREIVE PUSHBUTTON') 

data.retreive_request=1; 

disp (' ********* changed Retreive request to 1 RETREIVE PUSHBUTTON') 

setappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata', data); 

if data.ParkingNo==1 

    set(handles.text61, 'BackgroundColor', 'GREEN'); 

elseif data.ParkingNo==2 

    set(handles.text68, 'BackgroundColor', 'GREEN'); 

elseif data.ParkingNo==3 

    set(handles.text30, 'BackgroundColor', 'GREEN'); 

elseif data.ParkingNo==4 

    set(handles.text58, 'BackgroundColor', 'GREEN'); 

end 

set(handles.Retreive_pushbutton2, 'Visible', 'off'); 

setappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata', data); 

 

function park_code_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to park_code (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

  

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of park_code as text 

%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of park_code as a double 

  

data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 

data.code = get(hObject, 'String'); 

set(hObject, 'String', 'XXXXX'); 

setappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata', data); 

if strcmp (data.secadm, data.code) 

    set(handles.START, 'Visible', 'on'); 

    set(handles.Stop, 'Visible', 'on'); 

end 
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% --- Executes on button press in Enter_pushbutton8. 

function Enter_pushbutton8_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to Enter_pushbutton8 (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 

disp('in Enter loop') 

if strcmp (data.code, data.sec1) 

    data.ParkingNo=1; 

    if data.signal==1 & data.P1==1 

        errordlg('PARKING SPACE 1 OCCUPIED PLEASE CLEAR DRIVEWAY','Error'); 

        set(handles.Enter_pushbutton8, 'Visible', 'on'); 

    elseif data.signal==1 & data.P1==0 

        set(handles.Park_pushbutton1, 'Visible', 'on'); 

        set(handles.Retreive_pushbutton2, 'Visible', 'off'); 

        set(handles.Enter_pushbutton8, 'Visible', 'on'); 

    elseif data.signal==0 & data.P1==1 

        set(handles.Retreive_pushbutton2, 'Visible', 'on'); 

        set(handles.Park_pushbutton1, 'Visible', 'off'); 

        set(handles.Enter_pushbutton8, 'Visible', 'on'); 

    else 

        set(handles.Retreive_pushbutton2, 'Visible', 'off'); 

        set(handles.Park_pushbutton1, 'Visible', 'off'); 

        set(handles.Enter_pushbutton8, 'Visible', 'on'); 

        errordlg('No car on driveway nor in parking space','Error'); 

    end 

elseif strcmp (data.code, data.sec2) 

    data.ParkingNo=2; 

    if data.signal==1 & data.P2==1 

        errordlg('PARKING SPACE 2 OCCUPIED PLEASE CLEAR DRIVEWAY','Error'); 

        set(handles.Enter_pushbutton8, 'Visible', 'on'); 

    elseif data.signal==1 & data.P2==0 

        set(handles.Park_pushbutton1, 'Visible', 'on'); 

        set(handles.Retreive_pushbutton2, 'Visible', 'off'); 

        set(handles.Enter_pushbutton8, 'Visible', 'on'); 

    elseif data.signal==0 & data.P2==1 

        set(handles.Retreive_pushbutton2, 'Visible', 'on'); 

        set(handles.Park_pushbutton1, 'Visible', 'off'); 

        set(handles.Enter_pushbutton8, 'Visible', 'on'); 

    else 

        set(handles.Retreive_pushbutton2, 'Visible', 'off'); 

        set(handles.Park_pushbutton1, 'Visible', 'off'); 

        set(handles.Enter_pushbutton8, 'Visible', 'on'); 

        errordlg('No car on driveway nor in parking space','Error'); 

    end 

elseif strcmp (data.code, data.sec3) 

    data.ParkingNo=3; 

    if data.signal==1 & data.P3==1 

        errordlg('PARKING SPACE 3 OCCUPIED PLEASE CLEAR DRIVEWAY','Error'); 

        set(handles.Enter_pushbutton8, 'Visible', 'on'); 

    elseif data.signal==1 & data.P3==0 

        set(handles.Park_pushbutton1, 'Visible', 'on'); 

        set(handles.Retreive_pushbutton2, 'Visible', 'off'); 

        set(handles.Enter_pushbutton8, 'Visible', 'on'); 

    elseif data.signal==0 & data.P3==1 

        set(handles.Retreive_pushbutton2, 'Visible', 'on'); 

        set(handles.Park_pushbutton1, 'Visible', 'off'); 

        set(handles.Enter_pushbutton8, 'Visible', 'on'); 

    else 

        set(handles.Retreive_pushbutton2, 'Visible', 'off'); 

        set(handles.Park_pushbutton1, 'Visible', 'off'); 

        set(handles.Enter_pushbutton8, 'Visible', 'on'); 

        errordlg('No car on driveway nor in parking space','Error'); 

    end 

 

elseif strcmp (data.code, data.sec4) 

    data.ParkingNo=4; 

    if data.signal==1 & data.P4==1 

        errordlg('PARKING SPACE 4 OCCUPIED PLEASE CLEAR DRIVEWAY','Error'); 

        set(handles.Enter_pushbutton8, 'Visible', 'on'); 

    elseif data.signal==1 & data.P4==0 

        set(handles.Park_pushbutton1, 'Visible', 'on'); 

        set(handles.Retreive_pushbutton2, 'Visible', 'off'); 

        set(handles.Enter_pushbutton8, 'Visible', 'on'); 
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elseif strcmp (data.code, data.sec4) 

    data.ParkingNo=4; 

    if data.signal==1 & data.P4==1 

        errordlg('PARKING SPACE 4 OCCUPIED PLEASE CLEAR DRIVEWAY','Error'); 

        set(handles.Enter_pushbutton8, 'Visible', 'on'); 

    elseif data.signal==1 & data.P4==0 

        set(handles.Park_pushbutton1, 'Visible', 'on'); 

        set(handles.Retreive_pushbutton2, 'Visible', 'off'); 

        set(handles.Enter_pushbutton8, 'Visible', 'on'); 

    elseif data.signal==0 & data.P4==1 

        set(handles.Retreive_pushbutton2, 'Visible', 'on'); 

        set(handles.Park_pushbutton1, 'Visible', 'off'); 

        set(handles.Enter_pushbutton8, 'Visible', 'on'); 

    else 

        set(handles.Retreive_pushbutton2, 'Visible', 'off'); 

        set(handles.Park_pushbutton1, 'Visible', 'off'); 

        set(handles.Enter_pushbutton8, 'Visible', 'on'); 

        errordlg('No car on driveway nor in parking space','Error'); 

    end 

elseif strcmp (data.secadm, data.code) 

    set(handles.START, 'Visible', 'on'); 

    set(handles.Stop, 'Visible', 'on'); 

     

else 

    set(handles.Enter_pushbutton8, 'Visible', 'on'); 

    data.ParkingNo=0; 

    errordlg('WRONG CODE','Error'); 

    set(handles.Stop, 'Visible', 'off'); 

    set(handles.START, 'Visible', 'off'); 

end 

  

setappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata', data); 

 

  

% --- Executes on button press in Stop. 

function Stop_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to Stop (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

set(handles.START, 'Visible', 'off'); 

set(handles.Stop, 'Visible', 'off'); 

data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 

set(handles.Enter_pushbutton8, 'Visible', 'off'); 

data.sysStop=1; 

setappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata', data); 
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 % --- Executes on button press in START. 

function START_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to START (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

initialize_gui(gcbf, handles); 

data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 

set(handles.Enter_pushbutton8, 'Visible', 'on'); 

set(handles.START, 'Visible', 'off'); 

set(handles.Stop, 'Visible', 'off'); 

clc; 

p1=data.P1; 

p2=data.P2; 

p3=data.P3; 

p4=data.P4; 

data.sysStop=0; 

setappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata', data); 

   

% Creating Blutooth Connection with NXT 

COM_CloseNXT all 

h1=COM_OpenNXTEx('Bluetooth', '0016530FB9E8', 'bluetooth3.ini') 

h2=COM_OpenNXTEx('Bluetooth', '0016530D5972', 'bluetooth4.ini') 

  

fprintf('Parking Control Ststem Started ********************\n'); 

  

while data.sysStop ==0 

     

% Get the reading from the parallel port of the PC, which is connected to this computer via the 

network 

     

    fid3 = fopen('C:\\AAAA\ramp_stat2.txt');  % Read ramp stat 0 == no car on ramp 1== car on ramp 

    car_on_ramp = fscanf(fid3, ['%d']); 

    fclose (fid3); 

     

    pkng=data.ParkingNo; 

    pause(1) 

    data = getappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata'); 

     

     

    if (~car_on_ramp ) 

        disp('No car') 

        data.signal=0; 

        setappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata', data); 

    else 

        disp('car on ramp') 

        data.signal=1; 

        data.park_request; 

        setappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata', data); 

    end 

    data.park_request 

     

  

% ************ Park Program should be added here *************************** 

% ****************** Update status file ************************************ 

% ************ Park Program should be added here *************************** 

 

% ****************** Update status file ************************************ 

         

        fid = fopen('park_stat.txt','w');  % write new status to file 

        fprintf(fid, '%d %d %d %d %d',data.P1,data.P2,data.P3,data.P4,data.No_cars) 

        status=fclose(fid) 

    end 

end 

  

COM_CloseNXT all 

fprintf('\n\n\nParking Control System Stopped\n'); 

close all 

close; 
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Appendix B 

if (data.park_request==1 & data.retreive_request==0) 

         

        NXT_PlayTone(440,1000,h1); % Play Tone f=440Hz t=1000msec 

         

         

        % ****************************************************** 

        % ************ Out of Parking to Main Road ************* 

         

        disp('Out of Parking to Road for PICKUP'); 

         

        mBC = NXTMotor( [MOTOR_B; MOTOR_C] ); 

        mBC.Power = 60; 

        mBC.TachoLimit = 867; 

        mBC.SendToNXT(h1) 

        mBC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

        DATA = mBC.ReadFromNXT(h1); 

         

        outdist_1=DATA.TachoCount; 

        mBC.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

        mBC.Stop('off',h1); 

 

         

        % ************ Turn left on Main Road ************* 

        mB = NXTMotor('B', 'Power', -10, 'TachoLimit' , 220, 'SmoothStart', true, 

'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); % Alternative 'coast' 

        mC = NXTMotor('C', 'Power', 10, 'TachoLimit' , 210, 'SmoothStart', true, 

'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); 

        mB.SendToNXT(h1); % this is actually the moment we start the motor 

        mC.SendToNXT(h1); 

        mB.WaitFor(0,h1); 

        mC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

         

        mB.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

        mC.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

        mB.Stop('off',h1); 

        mC.Stop('off',h1); 

 

 

 

% ************ Move on Main Road towards Pallet ************* 

        mBC.TachoLimit = 1200; 

        mBC.Power = 40; 

        mBC.SendToNXT(h1) 

        mBC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

        DATA = mBC.ReadFromNXT(h1) 

         

        outdist_2=DATA.TachoCount; 

        mBC.Stop('brake',h1); % this is needed to "unlock" the motor 

        mBC.Stop('off',h1);  

 

         

% ******************** Lift forks to pick up pallet ******* 

        if pkng==1 | pkng ==2 

             

            mA = NXTMotor('A','Power',-10, 

'TachoLimit',240,'SmoothStart',true,'ActionAtTachoLimit','coast'); 

            mA.SendToNXT(h1); 

            WaitFor(mA,3,h1); 

        elseif pkng==3 | pkng==4 

            mA = NXTMotor('A','Power',-10, 

'TachoLimit',690,'SmoothStart',true,'ActionAtTachoLimit','coast'); 

            mA.SendToNXT(h1); 

            WaitFor(mA,8,h1); 

        end 

        mA.Stop('brake',h1); % Stop motor A 

        mA.Stop('off',h1); % Turn off the power, causing the motor to come to a soft stop 
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 % ************ Move back on Main Road towards parking ************* 
        disp ('*********************************') 

        disp ('*** Moving back on main road ***') 

        if (pkng==1 | pkng ==3) 

            mBC.TachoLimit = outdist_2; 

        elseif (pkng==2 | pkng ==4) 

            mBC.TachoLimit = outdist_2; 

        end 

        mBC.Power = -30; 

        mBC.SendToNXT(h1) 

        mBC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

         

         

        DATA = mBC.ReadFromNXT(h1) 

        mBC.Stop('brake',h1); % this is needed to "unlock" the motor 

        mBC.Stop('off',h1); 

        disp ('Finished Moving back on main road') 

        disp ('*********************************') 

         

         

        % ************ Turn left  ************* 

        mB = NXTMotor('B', 'Power', - 20, 'TachoLimit' , 430, 'SmoothStart', true, 

'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); % Alternative 'coast' 

        mC = NXTMotor('C', 'Power', + 20, 'TachoLimit' , 430, 'SmoothStart', true, 

'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); 

        mB.SendToNXT(h1); % this is actually the moment we start the motor 

        mC.SendToNXT(h1); 

        mB.WaitFor(0,h1); 

        mC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

        mB.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

        mC.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

        mB.Stop('off',h1); 

        mC.Stop('off',h1); 

         

         

         

        % ************ Move back on Main Road towards parking ************* 

        disp ('*********************************') 

        disp ('*** Moving back on main road ***') 

        if (pkng==1 | pkng ==3) 

            mBC.TachoLimit = 1000; 

        elseif (pkng==2 | pkng ==4) 

            mBC.TachoLimit = 700; 

        end 

        mBC.Power = 30; 

        mBC.SendToNXT(h1) 

        mBC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

         

        DATA = mBC.ReadFromNXT(h1) 

        outdist_3=DATA.TachoCount; 

        mBC.Stop('brake',h1); % this is needed to "unlock" the motor 

        mBC.Stop('off',h1); 

        disp ('Finished Moving back on main road') 

        disp ('*********************************') 

         

    

 

% ***************************************************************** 

        % ********************** Push Stack Up **************************** 

        mmmA = NXTMotor('A', 'Power', -80, 'TachoLimit' , 80, 'SmoothStart', true, 

'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); % Alternative 'coast' 

        disp ('Push stack up') 

        mmmA.SendToNXT(h2); % this is actually the moment we start the motor 

        mmmA.WaitFor(0,h2); 

        mmmA.Stop('brake',h2); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

        mmmA.Stop('off',h2); 

        % ***************************************************************** 

        % ***************************************************************** 
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 % ************ Turn left from Main Road towards parking ************* 
mB = NXTMotor('B', 'Power', -25, 'TachoLimit' , 220, 'SmoothStart', true, 

'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); % Alternative 'coast' 

        mC = NXTMotor('C', 'Power', 25, 'TachoLimit' , 220, 'SmoothStart', true, 

'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); 

        mB.SendToNXT(h1); % this is actually the moment we start the motor 

        mC.SendToNXT(h1); 

        mB.WaitFor(0,h1); 

        mC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

        mB.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

        mC.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

        mB.Stop('off',h1); 

        mC.Stop('off',h1); 

        pause (1); 

         

 

        % ************ Move forward towards parking ************* 

        mBC = NXTMotor('BC', 'Power', 60, 'SmoothStart', true, 'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); 

         

        mBC.Power = 40; 

        mBC.TachoLimit = 930; 

        mBC.SendToNXT(h1) 

        mBC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

         

        DATA = mBC.ReadFromNXT(h1) 

        outdist_4=DATA.TachoCount; 

        mBC.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

        mBC.Stop('off',h1); 

         

 

        % **************** Put down Load on Rack ************************* 

        mA = NXTMotor('A','Power',10, 

'TachoLimit',80,'SmoothStart',true,'ActionAtTachoLimit','coast'); 

        mA.SendToNXT(h1); 

        mA.WaitFor(0,h1); 

         

        mA.Stop('brake',h1); % Stop motor A 

        mA.Stop('off',h1); % Turn off the power, causing the motor to come to a soft stop  

         

 

        % ********* Move Backward towards Main Road ********** 

        mBC = NXTMotor('BC', 'Power', 60, 'SmoothStart', true, 'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); 

        mBC.Power = -30; 

        mBC.TachoLimit = outdist_4; 

        mBC.SendToNXT(h1) 

         

        mBC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

         

        mBC.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

        mBC.Stop('off',h1); 

         

% ******************** Push down forks ******* 

        if pkng==1 | pkng ==2 

             

            mA = NXTMotor('A','Power',10, 

'TachoLimit',160,'SmoothStart',true,'ActionAtTachoLimit','coast'); 

            mA.SendToNXT(h1); 

            timedOut = WaitFor(mA,3,h1); 

        elseif pkng==3 | pkng==4 

            mA = NXTMotor('A','Power',10, 

'TachoLimit',600,'SmoothStart',true,'ActionAtTachoLimit','coast'); 

            mA.SendToNXT(h1); 

            timedOut = WaitFor(mA,8,h1); 

        end 

        mA.Stop('brake',h1); % Stop motor A 

        mA.Stop('off',h1); % Turn off the power, causing the motor to come to a soft stop  
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 % ************ Turn left from Main Road towards forklift parking ************* 

 mB = NXTMotor('B', 'Power', 20, 'TachoLimit' , 220, 'SmoothStart', true, 

'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); % Alternative 'coast' 

        mC = NXTMotor('C', 'Power', -20, 'TachoLimit' , 220, 'SmoothStart', true, 

'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); 

        mB.SendToNXT(h1); % this is actually the moment we start the motor 

        mC.SendToNXT(h1); 

        mB.WaitFor(0,h1); 

        mC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

        mB.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

        mC.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

        mB.Stop('off',h1); 

        mC.Stop('off',h1); 

         

         

% ************ Move on Main Road towards forklift parking ************* 

        [outdist_3,outdist_2] 

        if (pkng==1 | pkng ==3) 

            mBC.TachoLimit = 1120; 

        elseif (pkng==2 | pkng ==4) 

            mBC.TachoLimit = 700; 

        end 

        mBC.Power = - 60; 

        mBC.SendToNXT(h1) 

        mBC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

DATA = mBC.ReadFromNXT(h1) 

        outside_6=DATA.TachoCount; 

        mBC.Stop('brake',h1); % this is needed to "unlock" the motor 

        mBC.Stop('off',h1); 

         

 

        % ********************* Turn left on Main Road ************* 

        disp ('**********************************') 

        disp ('**** Turnning right to backup ****') 

         

        mB = NXTMotor('B', 'Power', -10, 'TachoLimit' , 220, 'SmoothStart', true, 

'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); % Alternative 'coast' 

        mC = NXTMotor('C', 'Power', 10, 'TachoLimit' , 220, 'SmoothStart', true, 

'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); 

        mB.SendToNXT(h1); % this is actually the moment we start the motor 

        mC.SendToNXT(h1); 

        mB.WaitFor(0,h1); 

        mC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

mB.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

        mC.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

        mB.Stop('off',h1); 

        mC.Stop('off',h1); 

disp ('*** Finished Turnning right to backup ***') 

        disp ('*****************************************') 

         

         

        % ************ Move back on Main Road towards forklit parking ************* 

        disp ('**********************************') 

        disp ('*** Backup forklift to parking ***') 

        mBC.TachoLimit = outdist_1 ; 

        mBC.Power = -30; 

        mBC.SendToNXT(h1) 

        mBC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

         

        DATA = mBC.ReadFromNXT(h1) 

        mBC.Stop('brake',h1); % this is needed to "unlock" the motor 

        mBC.Stop('off',h1); 

         

        disp ('*******Finished backing up ******') 

        disp ('*********************************') 

         

        CloseSensor(port,h1); 

        NXT_PlayTone(400,500,h1); 

         

         

         

        data.park_request=0; 

        disp (' ********* changed park request to 0 START LOOP') 
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Appendix C 

 

elseif (data.retreive_request==1 & data.park_request==0) 

 NXT_PlayTone(440,1000,h1); % Play Tone f=440Hz t=1000msec 

  

            % ******************** Lift forks to car level ******* 

            if pkng==1 | pkng ==2 

mA = NXTMotor('A','Power',-10, 'TachoLimit',184,'SmoothStart',true,'ActionAtTachoLimit','coast'); 

               mA.SendToNXT(h1); 

   WaitFor(mA,3,h1); 

            elseif pkng==3 | pkng==4 

mA = NXTMotor('A','Power',-10, 'TachoLimit',600,'SmoothStart',true,'ActionAtTachoLimit','coast'); 

                mA.SendToNXT(h1); 

                timedOut = WaitFor(mA,8,h1); 

            end 

             

            mA.Stop('brake',h1); % Stop motor A 

            mA.Stop('off',h1); % Turn off the power, causing the motor to come to a soft stop  

             

            % ************ Out of Parking to Main Road ************* 

            port = SENSOR_2; 

            OpenNXT2Color(port, 'FULL',h1); 

            disp('Out of Parking to Road for PICKUP') 

    mBC = NXTMotor( [MOTOR_B; MOTOR_C] ); 

            mBC.Power = 60; 

            mBC.TachoLimit = 867; 

            mBC.SendToNXT(h1) 

            mBC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

    DATA = mBC.ReadFromNXT(h1) 

            outdist_1=DATA.TachoCount; 

            mBC.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

            mBC.Stop('off',h1); 

             

 

            % ************ Turn right on Main Road ************* 

mB = NXTMotor('B', 'Power', 20, 'TachoLimit' , 230, 'SmoothStart', true, 'ActionAtTachoLimit', 

'Brake' ); % Alternative 'coast' 

mC = NXTMotor('C', 'Power', -20, 'TachoLimit' , 230, 'SmoothStart', true, 'ActionAtTachoLimit', 

'Brake' ); 

            mB.SendToNXT(h1); % this is actually the moment we start the motor 

            mC.SendToNXT(h1); 

            mB.WaitFor(0,h1); 

            mC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

    mB.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

            mC.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

            mB.Stop('off',h1); 

            mC.Stop('off',h1); 

             

             

 

            % ************ Move on Main Road towards Parking ************* 

             

            if (pkng==1 | pkng ==3) 

                 

                mBC.TachoLimit = 1000; 

            elseif (pkng==2 | pkng ==4) 

                mBC.TachoLimit = 700; 

            end 

            outdist_2=mBC.TachoLimit; 

             

            mBC.SendToNXT(h1) 

            mBC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

             

            DATA = mBC.ReadFromNXT(h1) 

            mBC.Stop('brake',h1); % this is needed to "unlock" the motor 

            mBC.Stop('off',h1); 

             

             

             

             

            % ************ Turn left from Main Road towards parking ************* 
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             % ************ Turn left from Main Road towards parking ************* 

      mB = NXTMotor('B', 'Power', -20, 'TachoLimit' , 215, 'SmoothStart', true, 

'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); % Alternative 'coast' 

      mC = NXTMotor('C', 'Power', 20, 'TachoLimit' , 210, 'SmoothStart', true, 

'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); 

            mB.SendToNXT(h1); % this is actually the moment we start the motor 

            mC.SendToNXT(h1); 

            mB.WaitFor(0,h1); 

            mC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

            mB.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

            mC.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

            mB.Stop('off',h1); 

            mC.Stop('off',h1); 

             

 

            % ************ Move forward towards parking ************* 

            mBC = NXTMotor('BC', 'Power', 60, 'SmoothStart', true, 'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); 

            mBC.Power = 30; 

            mBC.TachoLimit = 910; 

            mBC.SendToNXT(h1) 

            mBC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

  

            DATA = mBC.ReadFromNXT(h1) 

            outdist_4=DATA.TachoCount 

            mBC.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

            mBC.Stop('off',h1); 

             

 

            % **************** Lift Load off Rack *************************  

            mA = NXTMotor('A','Power',-10, 

'TachoLimit',80,'SmoothStart',true,'ActionAtTachoLimit','coast'); 

            mA.SendToNXT(h1); 

            WaitFor(mA,3,h1); 

             

            mA.Stop('brake',h1); % Stop motor A 

            mA.Stop('off',h1); % Turn off the power, causing the motor to come to a soft stop (  

  

             

            % ********* Move Backward towards Main Road **********  

            mBC = NXTMotor('BC', 'Power', 60, 'SmoothStart', true, 'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); 

            mBC.Power = -30; 

            mBC.TachoLimit = outdist_4; 

            mBC.SendToNXT(h1) 

             

            mBC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

            mBC.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

            mBC.Stop('off',h1); 

             

             

             

            % ************ Turn right from Main Road towards parking *************  

            mB = NXTMotor('B', 'Power', 10, 'TachoLimit' , 220, 'SmoothStart', true, 

'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); % Alternative 'coast' 

            mC = NXTMotor('C', 'Power', -10, 'TachoLimit' , 220, 'SmoothStart', true, 

'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); 

            mB.SendToNXT(h1); % this is actually the moment we start the motor 

            mC.SendToNXT(h1); 

            mB.WaitFor(0,h1); 

            mC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

            mB.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

            mC.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

            mB.Stop('off',h1); 

            mC.Stop('off',h1); 

             

 

             

             

             

            % ************ Move on Main Road towards Pallet ************* 

             

            mBC.TachoLimit = outdist_2; 

            mBC.Power = - 30; 

            mBC.SendToNXT(h1) 

            mBC.WaitFor(0,h1); 
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             % ************ Move on Main Road towards Pallet *************  

            mBC.TachoLimit = outdist_2; 

            mBC.Power = - 30; 

            mBC.SendToNXT(h1) 

            mBC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

             

            DATA = mBC.ReadFromNXT(h1) 

            outdist_5=abs(DATA.TachoCount); 

            mBC.Stop('brake',h1); % this is needed to "unlock" the motor 

            mBC.Stop('off',h1); 

             

 

            % ************ Turn left  *************  

            mB = NXTMotor('B', 'Power', - 20, 'TachoLimit' , 420, 'SmoothStart', true, 

'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); % Alternative 'coast' 

            mC = NXTMotor('C', 'Power', + 20, 'TachoLimit' , 420, 'SmoothStart', true, 

'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); 

            mB.SendToNXT(h1); % this is actually the moment we start the motor 

            mC.SendToNXT(h1); 

            mB.WaitFor(0,h1); 

            mC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

            mB.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

            mC.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

            mB.Stop('off',h1); 

            mC.Stop('off',h1); 

             

  

            % ********************** Push Stack down **************************** 

            mmmB = NXTMotor('A', 'Power', 80, 'TachoLimit' , 100, 'SmoothStart', true, 

'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); % Alternative 'coast' 

            disp ('Push stack down') 

            mmmB.SendToNXT(h2); % this is actually the moment we start the motor 

            mmmB.WaitFor(0,h2); 

            mmmB.Stop('brake',h2); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

            mmmB.Stop('off',h2); 

  

             

            % ************ Move on Main Road towards Pallet after turning ************* 

            mBC.TachoLimit = 1200 ; 

            mBC.Power =  30; 

            mBC.SendToNXT(h1) 

            mBC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

             

            DATA = mBC.ReadFromNXT(h1) 

            outdist_6=DATA.TachoCount; 

            mBC.Stop('brake',h1); % this is needed to "unlock" the motor 

            mBC.Stop('off',h1); 

             

 

            % **************** Lower Load to pallet  ************************* 

            disp ('*********************************') 

            disp ('*** Lowering Load on Pallet ***')  

            if pkng==1 | pkng ==2  

mA = NXTMotor('A','Power',10, 'TachoLimit',264,'SmoothStart',true,'ActionAtTachoLimit','coast'); 

                mA.SendToNXT(h1); 

                WaitFor(mA,3,h1); 

            elseif pkng==3 | pkng==4 

mA = NXTMotor('A','Power',10, 'TachoLimit',680,'SmoothStart',true,'ActionAtTachoLimit','coast'); 

                mA.SendToNXT(h1); 

                WaitFor(mA,8,h1); 

            end 

             

            mA.Stop('brake',h1); % Stop motor A 

            mA.Stop('off',h1); % Turn off the power, causing the motor to come to a soft stop  

            disp ('****************************************') 

            disp ('*** Finished Lowering Load on Pallet ***') 

 

             

             

            % ************ Move back on Main Road towards forklit parking ************* 

            disp ('*********************************') 

            disp ('*** Moving back on main road ***') 

            mBC.TachoLimit = outdist_6; 

            mBC.Power = -60; 
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             % ************ Move back on Main Road towards forklit parking ************* 

            disp ('*********************************') 

            disp ('*** Moving back on main road ***') 

            mBC.TachoLimit = outdist_6; 

            mBC.Power = -60; 

            mBC.SendToNXT(h1) 

            mBC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

             

            DATA = mBC.ReadFromNXT(h1) 

            outdist_6=DATA.TachoCount; 

            mBC.Stop('brake',h1); % this is needed to "unlock" the motor 

            mBC.Stop('off',h1); 

            disp ('Finished Moving back on main road') 

            disp ('*********************************') 

 

             

            % ********************* Turn right on Main Road ************* 

            disp ('**********************************') 

            disp ('**** Turnning right to backup ****') 

             

            mB = NXTMotor('B', 'Power', 10, 'TachoLimit' , 230, 'SmoothStart', true, 

'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); % Alternative 'coast' 

            mC = NXTMotor('C', 'Power', -10, 'TachoLimit' , 230, 'SmoothStart', true, 

'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); 

            mB.SendToNXT(h1); % this is actually the moment we start the motor 

            mC.SendToNXT(h1); 

            mB.WaitFor(0,h1); 

            mC.WaitFor(0,h1); 

            mB.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

            mC.Stop('brake',h1); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

            mB.Stop('off',h1); 

            mC.Stop('off',h1); 

    disp ('*** Finished Turnning right to backup ***') 

            disp ('*****************************************') 

             

             

             

            % ************ Move back on Main Road towards forklit parking ************* 

            disp ('**********************************') 

            disp ('*** Backup forklift to parking ***') 

            mBC.TachoLimit = outdist_1 ; 

            mBC.Power = -30; 

            mBC.SendToNXT(h1) 

            mBC.WaitFor(0,h1);  

            DATA = mBC.ReadFromNXT(h1) 

            mBC.Stop('brake',h1); % this is needed to "unlock" the motor 

            mBC.Stop('off',h1);  

            disp ('*******Finished backing up ******') 

            disp ('*********************************') 

             

            CloseSensor(port,h1); 

            NXT_PlayTone(400,500,h1); 

  

data.retreive_request=0; 

        disp (' ********* changed Retreive request to 0 START LOOP') 

         

        if pkng==1 

            data.P1=0; 

        elseif pkng==2 

            data.P2=0; 

        elseif pkng==3 

            data.P3=0; 

        elseif pkng==4 

            data.P4=0; 

        end 

         

        data.No_cars=data.P1+data.P2+data.P3+data.P4; 

         

        set(handles.Enter_pushbutton8, 'Visible', 'on'); 

        set(handles.parked_cars,'String', data.No_cars); % display no of parked cars 

        setappdata(gcbf, 'metricdata', data); 
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Appendix D 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

            % ***************************************************************** 

            % ********************** Push Stack Up **************************** 

            mmmA = NXTMotor('A', 'Power', -80, 'TachoLimit' , 80, 'SmoothStart', true, 

'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); % Alternative 'coast' 

            disp ('Push stack up') 

            mmmA.SendToNXT(h2); % this is actually the moment we start the motor 

            mmmA.WaitFor(0,h2); 

            mmmA.Stop('brake',h2); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

            mmmA.Stop('off',h2); 

            % ***************************************************************** 

            % ***************************************************************** 

 

 

 

         

            % ***************************************************************** 

            % ********************** Push Stack down ************************** 

            mmmB = NXTMotor('A', 'Power', 80, 'TachoLimit' , 100, 'SmoothStart', true, 

'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); % Alternative 'coast' 

            disp ('Push stack down') 

            mmmB.SendToNXT(h2); % this is actually the moment we start the motor 

            mmmB.WaitFor(0,h2); 

            mmmB.Stop('brake',h2); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

            mmmB.Stop('off',h2); 

            % ***************************************************************** 

            % ***************************************************************** 
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Appendix E 

 

COM_CloseNXT all 
clc 
clear all 
close all 
lift_cal=0; 
mov_forward=0; 
turn_left=0; 
turn_right=0; 
turn_right_smooth=0; 
handle = COM_OpenNXT('bluetooth.ini'); 
COM_SetDefaultNXT(handle); 

  
NXT_PlayTone(440,1000); % Play Tone f=440Hz t=1000msec 
warning off 

  
% **************************************************** 
% ********** Vertical Lift callibrations ************* 

  
if lift_cal==1 

     
    mA = NXTMotor('A','Power',10, 

'TachoLimit',1780,'SmoothStart',true,'ActionAtTachoLimit','coast'); 

     
    % Take the lift all the way up even if the line was wound in 

reverse 
    % 890*2=1780 degrees % 890 degrees= full line length 
    mA.SendToNXT(); 
    timedOut = WaitFor(mA, 10); 
    if timedOut 
        disp('**** Lift Motor (A) Going Up timed out *****') 
        mA.Stop('off'); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 

         
    else 
        disp('Lift Motor (A) finished moving up') 
    end 

     
    % mA.WaitFor(); 
    pause(3); 
    mA.Power = -mA.Power; % Reverse direction 
    mA.TachoLimit = 890; % Take the  lift all the way down 
    mA.SendToNXT(); 
    timedOut = WaitFor(mA,6); 
    if timedOut 
        disp('**** Lift Motor (A) Going down timed out *****') 
    else 
        disp('Lift Motor (A) finished moving up') 
    end 
    pause(3); 
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    % Motor A keeps on running... To stop it, we use 
    mA.Stop('brake'); % Stop motor A 
    mA.Stop('off'); % Turn off the power, causing the motor to come to 

a soft stop (so called "coasting") 

     
    [DATA1] = mA.ReadFromNXT 
%     [DATA2] = mA.ReadFromNXT 

     
end 

  

  
% ****** MOVE FORWARD ***** 
if mov_forward==1 
    mBC = NXTMotor('BC', 'Power', 60, 'SmoothStart', true, 

'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'coast' ); 
    mBC.SendToNXT(); % this is actually the moment we start the motor 
    disp('Move forward for 5 seconds') 
    pause(2) 
    mBC.Stop('brake'); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 
    mBC.Stop('off'); 
end 

  
% ***** Turn right 90 DEGREES ***** 

  
if turn_right==1 

     
    mB = NXTMotor('B', 'Power', 60, 'TachoLimit' , 1700, 'SmoothStart', 

true, 'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'coast' ); 
    mB.SendToNXT(); % this is actually the moment we start the motor 
    timedOut = mB.WaitFor(5);  % time out after 5 sec 

     
    if timedOut 
        disp('Turn right for 1700 degrees timed out') 
    else 
        disp('Robot finished turning right for 1700 degrees') 
    end 
    mB.Stop('brake'); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 
    mB.Stop('off'); 
    NXT_PlayTone(400,500); 
end 

  

  
% ***** Turn lEFT 180 DEGREES***** 

  
if turn_left==1 
    mC = NXTMotor('C', 'Power', 60, 'TachoLimit' , 1700, 'SmoothStart', 

true, 'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'coast' ); 
    mC.SendToNXT(); % this is actually the moment we start the motor 
    timedOut = mC.WaitFor(5);  % time out after 5 sec 
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    if timedOut 
        disp('Turn Left for 1700 degrees timed out') 
    else 
        disp('Robot finished turning left 1700 degrees') 
    end 
    mC.Stop('brake'); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 
    mC.Stop('off'); 
end 

  
NXT_PlayTone(400,500); 

  
% ****** Better turning ****** 
if turn_right_smooth==1 
    % ***** 915 degrees = one full turn ****** 
    mB = NXTMotor('B', 'Power', 10, 'TachoLimit' , 915, 'SmoothStart', 

true, 'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); % Alternative 'coast'  
    mC = NXTMotor('C', 'Power', -10, 'TachoLimit' , 915, 'SmoothStart', 

true, 'ActionAtTachoLimit', 'Brake' ); 
    mB.SendToNXT(); % this is actually the moment we start the motor 
    mC.SendToNXT(); 
    timedOut = mB.WaitFor(50);  % time out after 5 sec 

     
    if timedOut 
        disp('Turn right for 3200 degrees timed out') 
    else 
        disp('Robot finished turning right for 850 degrees') 
    end 
    mB.Stop('brake'); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 
    mC.Stop('brake'); % this needed to "unlock" the motor 
    mB.Stop('off'); 
    mC.Stop('off'); 
    NXT_PlayTone(400,500); 
end 

  

  

  

 


